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As members of a christ centered church and consumers of a prolifera-
tion ofvisualofvisual images latter day saints face the enigma ofofwantingwanting to know
their savior but not having a detailed description of either his mortal or
resurrected physical appearance how should an artist depict christ why
do individual members have both strong attachments and aversions to cer-
tain images what conscious principles if any stand behind the selection
of images for use in official and unofficial LDS publications

the following four articles in this issue of BYU studies address these
core issues from the perspectives of a latter day saint artist a cultural his-
torian an art historian and a religion professor opening the discussion is

james C christensen although best known as a painter of fantasy chris-
tensen has grappled for years with issues that unavoidably arise in painting
the savior we asked him to share with us his personal resolution and while
doing so to discuss his painting gethsemane which is featured on our
cover the result is an intimate and profound article a testimony oftheodtheof the
value of taking up the gauntlet

A century of ofimagesimages forms the backdrop for noel carmacksCarmacks ambitious
article on the role of images of christ in latter day saint culture A preser-
vation librarian and art teacher carmack argues that broad cultural forces
in american religions as well as church educational agendas underlie the
popularity of certain images these images he believes reflect changes
over time in the LDS cultures emphasis on certain characteristics of christ

the curator of the current exhibit of images of christ at the museum
of church history and art in salt lake city and an art consultant for BYU

studies richard G oman has spent his career studying and exhibiting
latter day saint art in his article oman takes as a starting point some
modifications to carmacksCarmacks generalizations then he uses these prelimi-
nary observations to remind us that great religious art invites us to answer
the question what think ye of christ oman warns artists that if they
focus only on bright cheerful well lit tightly detailed images of christ

they will miss the power of shadows they may even unwittingly trivialize
the depth of the saviors mortal experiences and of our potential response
to our lord

A faculty member of brigham young university and photography edi-
tor for BYU studies richard neitzel holzapfel issues a call to think more
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critically about our response to images ofchristof christ not only should we learn
about the differences between modern cultures and that of israel two
thousand years ago but we should bring that sophistication to the scrip-
tures and the images attempting to portray them our preconceived
ideas are often found hollow and wanting he writes let jesus be jesus

throughout these articles are interwoven several items of debate As

one example carmack predicts a single ultimate mormon visual likeness
of christ moving us to that end he claims is church correlation which
has homogenized the images sanctioned for appearance in official
church publications oman on the other hand notes the degree of visual
pluralism enjoyed within the church and sees it as one reason the church
has been so successful internationally christensen makes a case that in the
premillennial world there will never be an ultimate likeness of jesus each
of us invents an image of christ and because these images differ no one
image will please everyone to this process of invention holzapfel says
each individual brings a personal religious educational and cultural
background that determines what is acceptable in an image of christ

in spite of the comprehensiveness of this discussion some related
issues remain to be addressed in future research for instance to what
extent do the peace and prosperity enjoyed by many church members in
north america affect their preferences for certain artistic styles in paint-
ings of christ and the portrayal of particular character traits or events in
the ministry of the savior

since 1990 images of christ have been featured on ten covers of BYU
studies and representations symbolically referring to the savior and the
fruits of his atonement have appeared on four additional covers 1 we offer
this roundtable in the context of this emphasis
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i1 BYU studies has published images of christ on the following covers listed as

volume number issue number and year of publication 30.319903031990 back cover 33.3333ooo003
1993 both front and back covers 35.4354354 1996 both front and back covers 36.2362362062

1996 97 37.219973721997 98 374199737.4199737437.4374 1997 98 3811999381.199938199938.1999 38438.4384384199938.4199908419991999 and 39.3393 20002000 the symbolic
covers are found on 32432.4324324199232.4199202419921992 tree of life both front and back covers 34.1341341199434.119941994 the
father of the prodigal son and 38238.2382382199938.219991999 the good samaritan


